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We compute the thermal conductivity and electrical resistivity of solid hcp Fe to pressures and
temperatures of Earth’s core. We find significant contributions from electron-electron scattering,
usually neglected at high temperatures in transition metals. Our calculations show a quasilinear
relation between the electrical resistivity and temperature for hcp Fe at extreme high pressures.
We obtain thermal and electrical conductivities that are consistent with experiments considering
reasonable error. The predicted thermal conductivity is reduced from previous estimates that ne-
glect electron-electron scattering. Our estimated thermal conductivity for the outer core is 77±10
W m−1 K−1, and is consistent with a geodynamo driven by thermal convection.
The thermal conductivity of iron (Fe) and its alloys at
Earth’s core conditions is of central importance to under-
standing the thermal evolution of Earth’s core and the
energetics of the geomagnetic field [1–3]. A wide range of
values for the thermal conductivity at core conditions has
been predicted [3–8]. Previously, the thermal conductiv-
ity of iron at extreme conditions has been obtained from
the electrical resistivity by applying the Wiedemann-
Franz law: κ = LTσ, where κ and σ are the thermal
and electrical conductivities, respectively, σ is the in-
verse of electrical resistivity ρ, and L is the conventional
Lorenz number L0 (2.44×10−8 WΩK−2) [9–11]. The
Wiedemann-Franz law has generally not been verified for
any material at extreme conditions. It can be derived un-
der approximations [12] that would not apply under the
high temperature of Earth’s core. Direct measurements
of thermal conductivity at conditions close to Earth’s
core conditions gave low values (e.g., 46 W m−1 K−1)
[13] that would support the conventional thermal dynamo
picture and are consistent with a geodynamo operating
via thermal convection through Earth history. However,
the thermal conductivity measurements and electrical re-
sistivity measurements [11] are inconsistent, requiring ex-
treme violations of the Wiedemann-Franz law. High val-
ues of thermal conductivity (220 W m−1 K−1) predicted
by first-principles molecular dynamics (FPMD) with the
Kubo-Greenwood formula within density functional the-
ory (DFT) [6] are inconsistent with thermal convection
of the core, requiring a different mechanism [14, 15]. In
addition to the relationship to heat transport, the electri-
cal resistivity of iron and its alloys at Earth’s core con-
ditions is an important quantity for the geodynamo in
itself, since a higher resistivity increases the dynamo dis-
sipation.
We computed both the electron-phonon (e-ph) and
electron-electron (e-e) scattering contributions to elec-
trical and thermal conductivity in solid hcp iron. For
each contribution, we have used two methods that have
complementary approximations. First, we computed the
e-ph contribution using the density functional perturba-
tion theory (DFPT) and the inelastic Boltzmann trans-
port equation [16] within ABINIT [17, 18]. Everywhere
below, where we say “Boltzmann theory” we refer to
electron-phonon scattering computed using the DFPT
and Boltzmann transport theory. At high temperatures,
the mean free path l of electron due to e-ph scattering
becomes comparable to the lattice constant so that resis-
tivity saturation may become important [10]. The Boltz-
mann theory does not include saturation effects. We esti-
mate such effects by applying the parallel resistor formula
[19], whose reliability has been verified theoretically [20]
and numerically [21, 22]:
1
ρe−ph
=
1
ρsat
+
1
ρB
, (1)
where ρB is from the Boltzmann theory. ρsat = ρBlB/a,
where a is the lattice constant and lB is the mean free
path, i.e., the product of the relaxation time and Fermi
velocity.
Second, we computed the e-ph contribution using the
Korringa-Kohn-Rostoker (KKR) method with the coher-
ent potential approximation (CPA) to model thermal
lattice vibrations [23] within the SPRKKR code [24].
The scattering by phonons is computed from scatter-
ing by atomic displacements. Unlike the DFPT com-
putations above, the KKR-CPA naturally includes resis-
tivity saturation effects, which have been discussed as
having important implications to transports properties
in Earth’s core [10]. We calculate the resistivity of hcp
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2FIG. 1. Calculated resistivity of hcp Fe at atomic volume
57.9 and 53.3 bohr3, corresponding to about 110 and 160 GPa
at 2500 K [25, 26]. ρe−ph is the electron-phonon contribution
of resistivity. DFPT represents calculating ρe−ph using the
DFPT + inelastic Boltzmann theory. ”+ sat” includes re-
sistivity saturation effects for the e-ph scattering using Eq.
(1). ”KKR-CPA” represents using the KKR-CPA method
with the Kubo-Greenwood formula. FPMD is first-principles
molecular dynamics with the Kubo-Greenwood formula. Both
the KKR-CPA and the FPMD have naturally included resis-
tivity saturation effects.
Fe at high temperatures using the KKR-CPA and the
Kubo-Greenwood formula and find that the slope de-
creases with the temperature (Fig. 4) consistent with
saturation effects. The theoretical results by the method
above using the DFPT + Eq. (1) and the KKR-CPA
are in good agreement with each other in a wide range of
pressure and temperature (Fig. 1 and 4). However, the
neglect of local environmental effects in the single-site
KKR-CPA may lead to errors of transport properties.
We compared our thermal conductivity results with
previous FPMD computations[5, 6], and find that they
agree well with those in Ref. [5], but less so with those
in Ref. [6]. Within our methods, it seems to be easier to
achieve good convergence than with FPMD. In practice,
parameters in FPMD simulations, especially the cell size
and number of k points, are difficult to be converged
for high-density metals. For instance, energy levels are
discrete, and due to the finite supercell size in FPMD,
the low-frequency part of optical electrical and thermal
conductivity and their dc values will depend on the choice
of the width of the broadening function. We do not have
such issues in our methods.
We computed the e-e scattering contribution to elec-
trical resistivity and thermal conductivity using den-
sity functional theory + dynamical mean field theory
(DFT+DMFT) [27, 28] with the continuous time quan-
tum Monte Carlo impurity solver [29, 30] and the Kubo-
Greenwood formula with the EDMFTF code [31, 32].
We use the method of Refs. [7, 33], but correcting the
factor of 2 error there due to the neglect of the two spin
channels. The e-e scattering is additionally studied using
the KKR-DMFT [34] with the spin-polarized T matrix
+ fluctuation exchange impurity solver [18, 35].
We add the separately computed e-ph and e-e contri-
butions to give the total scattering rate; this is called
Matthiessen’s rule, which has broad experimental sup-
port. There are few studies considering corrections be-
yond Matthiessen’s rule. Using the DFT+DMFT, e-ph
coupling in FeSe was found to be enhanced due to elec-
tron correlations [36], and this has recently been veri-
fied experimentally [37]. For pure hcp Fe, electron cor-
relations may also change the strength of e-ph coupling
but probably not strongly. In recent work by Hausoel
et al. [38], the authors report on DMFT calculations of
molecular dynamics snapshots of fcc Ni and found that
thermal disorder has only weak effects on electron cor-
relations. Matthiessen’s rule is expected to be broken
when in the saturation region when the resistivity ap-
proaches the Ioffe-Regel limit, because there is essentially
a minimum mean free path – the nearest-neighbor dis-
tance [39]. Previous studies [40, 41] have shown that,
for strongly-correlated systems, resistivity can far exceed
the Ioffe-Regel limit, corresponding to a very short mean
free path. Therefore, when e-ph and e-e scattering con-
tributions are comparable to each other, it may be suit-
able to consider saturation effects only on the e-ph part
and apply Matthiessen’s rule after having considered sat-
uration. Since there is no evidence of the breakdown
of Matthiessen’s rule when considering e-e and other
scattering mechanisms, we assume the applicability of
Matthiessen’s rule.
Using this approximation, we compute the total ther-
mal conductivity κtot = [κ
−1
e−ph + κ
−1
e−e]
−1, as in Ref.
[42] for hydrogen plasma under extreme conditions. The
ionic part of thermal conductivity is neglected, since it
is much smaller than the electronic part in metals. As
pointed out in Ref. [43], we observe relaxation time for
the e-e scattering τe−e being energy dependent, although
we disagree with their claim of iron being a simple Fermi
liquid at high temperatures [18]. Unlike ρe−e being in-
sensitive to the energy dependence of τe−e, κe−e can be
considerably modified by its energy dependence. We find
that the Lorenz number for the e-e scattering, Le−e, is
reduced from the conventional one L0 by 20%–45% , or
1.4–2.0×10−8 WΩK−2, depending on the temperature
and pressure. This leads to a Lorenz number for ρtot
and κtot of 2.10–2.15×10−8 WΩK−2 at Earth’s outer core
conditions, from the core-mantle boundary (CMB, P =
136 GPa and T = 4000 K) to the inner core boundary
(ICB, P = 330 GPa and T = 6000 K).
Our computed values of resistivity along the Hugoniot
agree with the shock data from the experiments [9, 44]
within the scatter (Fig. 2). We compared our computed
isotropically averaged resistivity at conditions close to
the CMB ones with diamond anvil cell (DAC) data [11]
(Fig. 3). The computed resistivity is anisotropic, with
ρa / ρc = 1.3. Using the BoltzTraP code [45], we esti-
mate ρsat to be about 143 µΩcm at V = 47.8 bohr
3/atom
3FIG. 2. Resistivity along the Hugoniot from shock data.
× are from Ref. [9] and + are from Ref. [44]. ρtot =
ρe−ph + ρe−e, where ρe−ph considers resistivity saturation ef-
fects using Eq. (1), and ρe−e is electrical resistivity due to
the electron-electron scattering. ρ
(no sat)
tot = ρB + ρe−e, where
ρB is from the Boltzmann theory and does not consider re-
sistivity saturation. The purple line is the linear fit of the
shock compression data. The blue lines are the 95% mean
confidence interval.
FIG. 3. Calculated resistivity at fixed atomic volumes –
57.9, 54.9, 53.3 and 51.6 bohr3, corresponding to pressures of
about 110, 140, 160 and 190 GPa at 2500 K [25, 26], compared
with shock data and experimental data by Ohta et al. [11].
ρtot and ρ
(no sat)
tot are total resistivity considering and not con-
sidering resistivity saturation effects, respectively. ρ
(2)
tot is the
total resistivity to which the e-ph contribution is calculated
using the KKR-CPA and the Kubo-Greenwood formula. The
dotted lines are their fits to the diamond anvil cell (DAC)
data.
[18], a bit lower than the estimate by Gomi et al. [10].
Our resistivities are somewhat higher than the experi-
mental data, but broadly consistent, considering the pos-
sibility of preferred orientation in the DAC experiments,
temperature gradients, and the large size of the probe
wires compared with the sample. Our calculations show
a quasilinear relation between the total electrical resis-
tivity and temperature for hcp Fe, against the relation
used in the fit of their experimental data by Ohta et al.,
FIG. 4. Resistivity versus temperature of hcp Fe at Earth’s
inner core density. ρtot and ρ
(no sat)
tot are our calculated total
resistivity considering and not considering resistivity satura-
tion effects, respectively. The crosses are results using the
KKR-CPA which naturally includes saturation effects. The
open triangle is FPMD results [46], where there is no e-e con-
tribution, at a little higher density. The navy squares are
extrapolations to this density using the systematics of Stacey
and Anderson [47] based on the melting curve (which has
no fundamental justification) . The dark diamond is an in-
terpolation to this density and an extrapolation to the 6658
K temperature of previous shock compression results [9, 44].
The green line is from Ref. [11], and is the extrapolation of
their experimental data.
where the slope of resistivity decreases with the temper-
ature. Including the e-e contribution, the absolute value
and the slope of the total resistivity become larger, mak-
ing the total resistivity more linear with the temperature.
Applying such a quasi-linear relation for extrapolation
of experiments will increase their electrical resistivity at
higher temperatures.
We compared our calculated resistivity with previous
theoretical and experimental results at the inner core
density of iron (13.04 g cm−3, atomic volume of 47.8
atomic units = 7.083 A˚3) (Fig. 4). Our e-ph results
are slightly higher but in general agreement with the
FPMD results [46]. Our total resistivity is in quite poor
agreement with the extrapolation values of DAC data
[11], consistent with their extrapolation not being accu-
rate from overestimating saturation effects. In addition
to possible experimental errors of temperatures in their
measurements, the disagreement may be also due to their
use of smaller ρsat and the neglect of the e-e scattering
in the temperature dependence of the resistivity in their
extrapolation. At higher temperatures, the e-e scatter-
ing becomes more important and reaches about 35% of
the e-ph value at Earth’s core conditions.
We compared our calculated thermal conductivity of
hcp Fe at conditions close to CMB ones with experimen-
tal data [13] and find that the agreement is good at 2000
K, but becomes poor above 2400 K (Fig. 5).
We calculate thermal conductivity at inner core density
4FIG. 5. Our calculated thermal conductivity of hcp Fe
at fixed atomic volumes – 57.9, 54.9, 53.3 and 51.6 bohr3,
corresponding to pressures about 110, 140, 160 and 190
GPa at 2500 K [25, 26], compared with experimental data
[13]. κtot is the total thermal conductivity and is equal to
κtot = [κ
−1
e−ph + κ
−1
e−e]
−1.
and obtain the theoretical electronic part of the thermal
conductivity of pure solid iron, about 147 W m−1 K−1,
at inner core conditions (Fig. 4). The agreement with
the extrapolation model at 330 GPa based on the exper-
imental data at 112 GPa [13] is quite poor. Except for
possible errors in the measurements, and various assump-
tions made in our calculations, a possible reason for the
disagreement may be that their extrapolation method is
not accurate, since only the variation of thermal conduc-
tivity as a function of pressure and temperature due to
e-ph scattering is considered.
Using previous estimates of thermal conductivity, i.e.
with the theoretical thermal conductivity of liquid Fe-
Si or Fe-O alloy (pure liquid Fe) at CMB conditions, of
about 100 (140) W m−1 K−1, the heat loss from the core
to the mantle by conduction is estimated to be 15 TW
[6]. The total heat from the core is estimated to 8-16
TW [49, 50] so that the conventional thermal convection
geodynamo model would probably fail. At CMB condi-
tions, we find κ ≈ 97 W m−1 K−1 for pure solid hcp Fe
(Fig. 5). Earth’s outer core contains light elements of the
order of 20%, and light elements will probably decrease
the e-ph scattering contribution to thermal conductivity
by 10%–30% [5, 6, 10]. In addition, melting will decrease
the density and may further lead to an ≈10% reduction of
both the e-ph contribution [48] and the e-e contribution.
The thermal conductivity would accordingly be about 77
W m−1 K−1. The corresponding heat conduction down
the core adiabat will be about 9–12 TW, depending on
the choice of core parameters, e.g., specific heat capacity,
CMB temperature, etc. [2, 3, 6].
Another candidate phase of solid Fe alloy at Earth’s
core conditions is bcc [51, 52], which is dynamically un-
stable, so we cannot fully apply DFPT to compute trans-
FIG. 6. Calculated thermal conductivity of solid hcp Fe at
Earth’s core density, 13.04 g cm−3, or atomic volume 47.8
bohr3. At 6000 K, the corresponding pressure is about 305
GPa. κtot is our calculated total thermal conductivity using
the DFPT and DMFT. The black line is the extrapolation
model at 330 GPa based on the experimental data at 112
GPa [13]. A uncertainty envelope of the model (gray) is given
according to our guess that their experimental data at 2000
K and the extrapolation to pressure 330 GPa may both have
errors of 10%–30% and the thermal conductivity may decrease
slower than T−0.5, as assumed in their model. The green open
triangles are the theoretical values of thermal conductivity at
329 GPa due to only e-ph scattering using FPMD [48], which
includes saturation effects consistent with system size and k-
point sampling. The dark cyan open triangle and blue open
stars are the theoretical thermal conductivity of liquid Fe due
to only e-ph scattering using FPMD [5, 6].
port properties; for completeness we estimate the e-ph
scattering contribution of bcc Fe neglecting the unstable
modes and calculate the e-e scattering contribution using
DFT+DMFT. We find that the total resistivity of bcc Fe
is different from that of hcp Fe by several percent. All of
the above results are for solid iron, but experiments on
many materials show that melting typically increases re-
sistivity by 5%–10%. We computed the effects of melting
on iron by applying DFT+DMFT to snapshots of liquid
Fe from first-principles molecular dynamics [18] and find
that scattering rates due to e-e scattering around the
chemical potential are about 20%–40% larger than those
of solid Fe at similar conditions, and that the thermal
conductivity of liquid iron at Earth’s core conditions is
reduced by about 10% from solid iron. A full discussion
of results for liquid iron and its alloys will be discussed
in another work, as it is a separate ongoing study.
Our final estimates for the thermal conductivity for
pure solid hcp iron at Earth’s inner core conditions is
κ = 147 W m−1 K−1, 97 W m−1 K−1 at the core-mantle
boundary temperature and pressure, and 77±10 for liq-
uid iron alloy in the outer core. This is consistent with
a thermally convection driven dynamo throughout Earth
5history, which requires κ =100 W m−1 K−1 for a CMB
heat flow of about 15 TW and temperature TCMB = 4000
K [53].
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EQUATION OF STATE
We use the experimental equation of state (EOS) of
Ref. [25] , which agrees well with the theoretical EOS of
Ref. [26] at pressures above 50 GPa. Our calculations
are all at fixed volume and temperature, so can be easily
referred to any equation of state.
TECHNICAL DETAILS OF TRANSPORT
PROPERTIES OF HCP IRON USING DFPT
We used the local density approximation (LDA) [54]
, and also compared with the Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof
(PBE) functional [55]. We also compared different pseu-
dopotentials. Our results were robust within 2% at given
volume and temperature. Single particle orbitals are oc-
cupied according to Fermi-Dirac statistics for each tem-
perature. k-point grids 24×24×16 and q-point grids
12×12×8 are used.
ESTIMATES OF SATURATION RESISTIVITY
We use the widely used criterion mean free path
lBoltzmann = a to estimate saturation resistivity ρsat,
i.e., Ioffe-Regel limit. Here a is the nearest-neighbour
distance and is nearly the same as the lattice constant
for hcp Fe. We compute the minimum relaxation time
τ0 = a/v¯F , where v¯F is the mean square root of Fermi
velocity square. ρsat is obtained by replacing τBoltzmann
by τ0. The BoltzTraP code [45] is used to compute
σBoltzmann/τBoltzmann and v¯F for the estimates of ρsat.
Our estimates of ρsat of hcp Fe at Earth’s outer and in-
ner conditions are 155 and 143 µΩ cm, respectively. To
ensure the reliability of our method of estimating ρsat.
We have applies it to two element metals - Al and Nb.
The resulting ρsat of Al is 169 µΩ cm in agreement with
the reported value in Ref. [63]. The resulting ρsat of Nb
is 133 µΩ cm. Our calculated DFPT result of ρBoltzmann
of Nb is about 56 µΩ cm at 1000 K, so that ρe−ph of Nb
is about 39 µΩ cm in good agreement with experimental
data [64].
ELECTRICAL RESISTIVITY OF HCP IRON
USING KKR-CPA
In the KKR-CPA, the electrical resistivity due to
electron-phonon scattering is computed within the
Born-Oppenheimer approximation, using the Kubo-
Greenwood formula for alloy [23]. The system at finite
temperature as an alloy whose components are gener-
ated by displacements of atoms according to their quasi-
harmonic (or anharmonic) probability distributions. To
make use of the single-site CPA for the alloy, the displace-
ment of each atom is assumed independent of its neigh-
bors. The displacement distribution can be either from
lattice dynamics or molecular dynamics. In this work, we
distribute the displacement according to lattice dynamics
using the phonon frequencies and eigenvectors of hcp Fe
calculated by ABINIT based on DFPT [17]. We tested
the effects of anisotropy of the displacement distribution
and found very little impact even at core temperatures
for hcp Fe. So we distribute the radial displacements ac-
cording to the computed quasiharmonic phonon density
of state.
We used a maximum angular momentum lmax of 3, but
tested lmax until 5 and found only tiny differences. The
integrals for the Kubo-Greenwood formula are done on
100,000 k points and energies [-10 kB T ,10 kB T ] around
the chemical potential.
Although the displacement distribution is determined
in a quasiharmonic approximation, resistivity saturation
is indeed observed. This is because unlike DFPT, KKR-
CPA is non-perturbative.
TRANSPORT CALCULATION USING
WIEN2K-DMFT
The Hubbard parameter U and the Hund’s coupling J
are 5 eV and 0.943 eV, respectively. The double count-
2ing energy Edc is calculated from the fully localized limit
formula Edc = U(n
0
cor − 0.5) − 0.5J(n0cor − 1), where
n0cor is nominal electron occupancy of the correlated atom
and is set to 7. The continuous time quantum Monte
Carlo (CTQMC) impurity solver [29, 30] is used to obtain
the self-energy on the imaginary-frequency axis, Σ(iωn).
To obtain the self-energy along the real-frequency axis,
Σ(ε), we use maximum entropy analytic continuation,
which was compared and tested against Pade´ and singu-
lar value decomposition methods, giving identical results.
The lattice is solved with the correlated self-energy us-
ing the all-electron LAPW (linearized augmented plane
wave) WIEN2K code [56].
Neglecting the vertex corrections, the dc electrical re-
sistivity ρe−e and the thermal conductivity κe−e can be
computed using Kubo-Greenwood formula:
Lij = (−1)i+j pie
2
V
∑
k
∫
dε(−df
dε
)Tr[ρk(ε)vkρk(ε)vk]ε
i+j−2,
ρe−e =
1
L11
,
κe−e =
1
e2T
(L22 − L
2
12
L11
),
where f is the Fermi-Dirac distribution function, v is
the velocity and ρk is the spectral function at wave vec-
tor k and is related to the Green’s function G(ε) by ρk
= (G† − G)/(2pii). By solving the complex eigenvalue
problems HAR = EAR and ALH = EAL, where H is
the Hamiltonian with added self-energy along the real-
energy axis, Σ(ε), we obtain the eigenvalues E and the
eigenvectors AR and AL, so that G(ε) = AR1/(ε-E) AL.
Compared with the formulas of Ref. [31], we go beyond
the approximate form of Σ(ε) ≈ Σ(0)+(1−Z−1)ε−iε2B
and use the full energy dependence of the self-energy, as
obtained by analytic continuation.
The integrals are done on k-point grids 26×26×14 and
energies [-10 kB T ,10 kB T ] around the chemical poten-
tial.
COMPARISON WITH PREVIOUS DMFT
CALCULATIONS
Other DFT-DMFT calculations for hcp Fe claim
ρe−e ∝ T 2, and claim nearly perfect Fermi liquid be-
havior of solid hcp Fe at all temperatures [43]. It has
been proven that the strong energy-dependence of the
relaxation time τe−e of a Fermi liquid [59] will lead to a
constant Lorenz number for e-e scattering, LFL, about
1.58×10−8 WΩK−2 [60, 61], strongly reduced from the
conventional L0 of 2.44×10−8 WΩK−2. However, their
data of ρe−e actually look linear at high temperatures.
Further, our DMFT results show that (i) our calcu-
lated ρe−e and scattering rate are linear in temperature
(Fig. S1 and S3) at T > 2000 K, (ii) the strength of
the energy-dependence of τe−e is actually weaker than
that of a simple Fermi liquid at 6000 K (Fig. S2), and
the Lorenz number for e-e scattering ranges from 1.4 to
2.0×10−8 WΩK−2 from 2000 K to 6000 K.
Pourovskii et al. also resort to the first-Matsubara-
frequency rule of Chubokov and Maslov [62], and
claim ImΣ(ipiT ) being proportional to T is proof
of a simple Fermi liquid. However, the paper by
Chubokov and Maslov proves something quite different:
namely, that ImΣ(ipikBT ) is proportional to T not only
in the Fermi liquid regime, but also in many systems far
beyond the Fermi liquid, in particular it holds for ”local
approximation” (in which the interaction can be approxi-
mated by its value for the initial and final fermionic states
right on the Fermi surface), and for the marginal Fermi
liquid in which the scattering rate is linear in tempera-
ture. Hence the linear behavior of the self-energy at the
first Matsubara point is not firm evidence of a simple
Fermi liquid.
We observe that our calculated ImΣ(ipikBT ) are close
to those obtained by Pourovskii et al. at all tempera-
tures and ImΣ(ipikBT ) is proportional to T . However,
our calculated scattering rates and ρe−e are 40% higher
than theirs at Earth’s inner core conditions. The differ-
ences are either due to different values of ImΣ at other
Matsubara frequencies or due to the way of doing analytic
continuation. Since we have done analytic continuation
by three methods (see the above section) and obtained
similar ImΣ(ε), our analytic continuation is accurate and
robust.
We stress here that we observe that the scattering
rate is frequency dependent, as pointed out in Ref. [43],
but the frequency dependence of the scattering rate has
stronger effects on the thermal conductivity when prop-
erly used in the Kubo-Greenwood formula, as compared
to the simpler Fermi-liquid type approximation. We also
point out that in contrast to Ref. [43], our calculation
shows that hcp iron is not a simple Fermi liquid at the
high temperatures of Earth’s core, even when the feed-
back effect of the e-ph scattering on electronic correla-
tions is neglected. As the e-ph scattering is stronger than
the e-e scattering, the Fermi liquid approximation cannot
be expected to hold under these conditions in any case.
TRANSPORT CALCULATION USING
KKR-DMFT
We also calculate the electrical resistivity due to
electron-electron scattering by fully relativistic KKR-
DMFT [34] implemented in the SPR-KKR package [24].
The SPTF (spin-polarized T matrix + FLEX (fluctua-
tion exchange)) impurity solver [35] is used. Compared
with the CTQMC impurity solver, this solver is based on
the second order perturbation theory and includes FLEX
diagrams from the third order. As it was shown previ-
3ously [57], this solver is suitable to describe correlation
effects for moderately correlated systems as for exam-
ple transition metals and their alloys. In contrast to
the CTQMC, the SPTF self-energy is analytical func-
tion without statistical noise so that the errors due to
analytical continuations are reduced. Considering the
correlated orbitals are constructed in the Wigner-Seitz
sphere instead of the Muffin-Tin sphere as in WIEN2K-
DMFT calculations, to obtain similar values of resistiv-
ity, we choose a smaller Hubbard parameter U , 4.0 eV,
but the same J , 0.943 eV. The analytical continuations
of the bath Green’s function and electronic self-energy
are done using the Pade´ approximation. Since in KKR-
DMFT the lattice problem is solved with correlated self-
energy at each self-consistent iteration and considering
the non-diagonal nature of bath Green’s function ma-
trices in KKR-DMFT method, Pade´ continuations are
done many times and the stability of Pade´ continuation
becomes serious. We apply the averaging Pade´ approxi-
mation scheme suggested by Scho¨tt et al. [58] to improve
the accuracy and the stability of analytical continuation.
Electrical resistivity is again calculated using the
Kubo-Greenwood formula for lmax 3. The integrals for
the Kubo-Greenwood formula are done on 100,000 k
points and energies [-10 kB T ,10 kB T ] around the chem-
ical potential. The resulting resistivities are shown in
Fig. S3. It can be seen that the resistivity is linear in
temperature above 3000 K and in agreement with our
WIEN2K-DMFT calculations.
ELECTRON-ELECTRON SCATTERING
In Fig. S1-S3, we show scattering rates, relaxation
times and resistivity due to electron-electron scattering.
DMFT CALCULATIONS OF LIQUID FE
We perform First-principles molecular dynamics
(FPMD) simulations of liquid Fe using the QUANTUM
ESPRESSO package [65]. The simulation supercell con-
tains 128 atoms. We use the GBRV ultrasoft pseudopo-
tential and the plane-wave cut-off energy is 40 Ry. The
Brillourin zone is sampled at the Γ point only. Simula-
tions are performed in the NV T ensemble for longer than
10 ps at atomic volume 56.5 bohr3 and temperature of
4000 K. We employ KKR-DMFT to selected snapshots
which are separated from each other by at least 1 ps and
find that melting increases the scattering rates around
the chemical potential due to e-e scattering by 20% to
40% for all snapshots (See Fig. S4) and decreases ther-
mal conductivity by about 10%. The number of snap-
shots is enough to converge the transport properties to
better than 2%.
COMPARISONS WITH PREVIOUS WORK
In Table S1-S6, our theoretical results of electrical re-
sistivity and thermal conductivity are compared with
other theoretical results, experimental data and results
of models based on experimental data, for three kinds
of conditions - about 100 GPa and 2000 K, Core-Mantle
Boundary conditions and Inner Core Boundary condi-
tions.
4FIG. S1. Orbitally resolved scattering rates of hcp due to electron-electron scattering at atomic volume 47.8 bohr3.
FIG. S2. Energy-dependent part of the relaxation time due to electron-electron scattering. The filled squares and circles are
calculated from self-energy data given by Dynamical Mean Field Theory using τ(ε) = ~/(−2ImΣ(ε)), at V = 47.8 bohr3 / atom
and T = 2000 K and 6000 K, respectively. The open squares and circles are for a Fermi liquid, which gives energy-dependent
part 1/[1 + ε2/(pikBT )
2], at the same conditions. The relaxation times at the chemical potential are 28.5 and 2.35 fs at T =
2000 K and 6000 K, respectively.
FIG. S3. Our calculated ρe−e compared with those calculated by Pourovskii et al. [43] at atomic volume 47.8 bohr3.
5FIG. S4. ImΣ of 4 atoms of one snapshot of liquid Fe at 6.5 ps compared with ImΣ of solid hcp Fe at atomic volume 56.5
bohr3 and temperature of 4000 K. ImΣ is averaged on ten d-orbitals.
TABLE I. Electrical resistivity at about 100 GPa and 2000 K. Our DMFT+DFPT results used the experimental equation of
state by Dewaele et al. [25]. All FPMD results used their own theoretical equations of state. V is atomic volume.
System P(GPa) V(bohr3) T(K) ρe−ph(µΩ m) ρe−e(µΩ m) ρ(µΩ m) Type and Source
Solid Fe 110 2180 53.5 Shock Exp., Keeler et al. [9]
Solid Fe 106 2000 31.1 DAC Exp., Ohta et al. [11]
Solid Fe 101 2010 37.6 Model, Gomi et al. [10]
Liquid Fe 122 55.9 2000 65.3 FPMD, de Koker et al. [5]
Solid Fe 73 60.4 2350 52.7 FPMD, de Koker et al. [5]
Solid Fe 102 57.9 2000 40.8 8.3 49.1 DFPT+DMFT, this study
TABLE II. Thermal conductivity at about 100 GPa and 2000 K.
System P(GPa) V(bohr3) T(K) κe−ph(W/m/K) κe−e(W/m/K) κ(W/m/K) Type and Source
Solid Fe 112 1700-2300 41.9-69.9 DAC Exp., Konoˆpkova´ et al. [13]
Solid Fe 112 2000 42.0 Model, Konoˆpkova´ et al. [13]
Liquid Fe 122 55.9 2000 82.7 FPMD, de Koker et al. [5]
Solid Fe 102 57.9 2000 111 362 84.7 DFPT+DMFT, this study
TABLE III. Electrical resistivity at Core-Mantle Boundary conditions.
System P(GPa) V(bohr3) T(K) ρe−ph(µΩ m) ρe−e(µΩ m) ρ(µΩ m) Type and Source
Solid Fe 140 2950 64.1 Shock Exp., Keeler et al. [9]
Solid Fe 146 2540 40.2 DAC Exp., Ohta et al. [11]
Solid Fe 135 3750 53.7 Model, Gomi et al. [10]
Liquid Fe 133 55.9 3000 65.4 FPMD, de Koker et al. [5]
Liquid Fe 151 55.9 4000 67.9 FPMD, de Koker et al. [5]
Liquid Fe3Si 136 51.9 3000 102 FPMD, de Koker et al. [5]
Liquid Fe 124 59.5 4630 74.7 FPMD, Pozzo et al. [6]
Liquid Fe79Si8O13 134 63.3 4112 90.5 FPMD, Pozzo et al. [6]
Solid Fe 146 55.1 3360 55.6 16.4 72.0 DFPT+DMFT, this study
Solid Fe 134 56.5 3750 61.6 23.7 85.3 DFPT+DMFT, this study
6TABLE IV. Thermal conductivity at Core-Mantle Boundary conditions.
System P(GPa) V(bohr3) T(K) κe−ph(W/m/K) κe−e(W/m/K) κ(W/m/K) Type and Source
Solid Fe 112 2700-3000 19.8-34.6 DAC Exp., Konoˆpkova´ et al. [13]
Solid Fe 136 3800-4800 33±7 Model, Konoˆpkova´ et al. [13]
Liquid Fe 133 55.9 3000 110 FPMD, de Koker et al. [5]
Liquid Fe 151 55.9 4000 133 FPMD, de Koker et al. [5]
Liquid Fe3Si 136 51.9 3000 75.3 FPMD, de Koker et al. [5]
Liquid Fe 124 59.5 4630 154 FPMD, Pozzo et al. [6]
Liquid Fe79Si8O13 134 63.3 4112 99 FPMD, Pozzo et al. [6]
Solid Fe 146 55.1 3360 146 397 98.0 DFPT+DMFT, this study
Solid Fe 134 56.5 3750 130 340 93.8 DFPT+DMFT, this study
TABLE V. Electrical resistivity at Inner Core Boundary conditions. P L, Pourovskii et al..
System P(GPa) V(bohr3) T(K) ρe−ph(µΩ m) ρe−e(µΩ m) ρ(µΩ m) Type and Source
Solid Fe 330 4971 43.1 Model, Gomi et al. [10]
Liquid Fe 327 47.9 6000 62.0 FPMD, de Koker et al. [5]
Fe3Si 318 47.9 6000 91.8 FPMD, de Koker et al. [5]
Liquid Fe 339 47.6 6420 64.1 FPMD, Pozzo et al. [6]
Liquid Fe79Si8O13 328 52.0 5500 80.5 FPMD, Pozzo et al. [6]
Solid Fe 365 46.2 6350 54.0 FPMD, Pozzo et al. [48]
Solid Fe79Si8O13 329 5500 64.3 FPMD, Pozzo et al. [48]
Solid Fe 305 47.8 6000 63.2 23.8 87.0 DFPT+DMFT, this study
Solid Fe 47.8 6000 16.0 DFPT+DMFT, P L [43]
TABLE VI. Thermal conductivity at Inner Core Boundary conditions.
System P(GPa) V(bohr3) T(K) κe−ph(W/m/K) κe−e(W/m/K) κ(W/m/K) Type and Source
Solid Fe 330 5600-6500 46±9 Model, Konoˆpkova´ et al. [13]
Liquid Fe 327 47.9 6000 215 FPMD, de Koker et al. [5]
Liquid Fe3Si 318 47.9 6000 155 FPMD, de Koker et al. [5]
Liquid Fe 328 48.3 6350 246 FPMD, Pozzo et al. [6]
Liquid Fe79Si8O13 328 52.0 5500 148 FPMD, Pozzo et al. [6]
Solid Fe 329 6350 313 FPMD, Pozzo et al. [48]
Solid Fe79Si8O13 329 5500 232 FPMD, Pozzo et al. [48]
Solid Fe 305 47.8 6000 205 514 147 DFPT+DMFT, this study
Solid Fe 47.8 6000 542 DFPT+DMFT, P L [43]
